Integration of biphasic synaptic input by electrotonically coupled neuroendocrine caudodorsal cells in the pond snail.
The ovulation hormone-producing caudodorsal cells (CDCs) of the pond snail Lymnaea stagnalis form two clusters of electrotonically coupled cells, each containing a few specialized (ventral) cells that connect the clusters. The hormone is secreted during a pacemaker-driven discharge. The CDCs receive a biphasic cholinergic postsynaptic potential (PSP), consisting of a rapid excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) and a slow inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) that is elicited by stimulation of nerves. The effect of the synaptic input on the discharge of the CDCs is described and the location of the synapse investigated by a combination of electrophysiological recordings and morphological techniques. The PSP interrupts the discharge and hastens its termination. In addition, it causes a reversal of the temporal order of the spikes of ventral cells (that normally lead) and dorsal cells (that lead only after the PSP). Ion-substitution experiments indicate that the ionic mechanism underlying the biphasic PSP is conventional, involving a conductance increase for Na+ (EPSP) and K+ (IPSP). Receptors mediating the inhibitory component occur only on the proximal axons of the ventral cells, both components are larger and reverse more readily in ventral cells. These findings suggest that the PSP is generated in the ventral cells. The biphasic PSP has no effect on electrical coupling, suggesting that it is not generated along the electrical pathways among the cells. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) staining reveals that the lateral branches emerge from the proximal axons of the ventral cells only. In HRP-filled preparations processed for electron microscopy (EM) acetylcholinesterase is demonstrated at these branches where it occurs associated with synapses. The location on fine branches of the ventral cells explains the absence of an effect on electrotonic transmission, whereas the reluctance of components of the PSP to reverse at the expected potentials is due to the distribution of the synapses over more than one cell. It is concluded that the biphasic PSP is received only by the ventral cells and that it is conveyed electrotonically to the other cells.